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Only for V2 gearboxes

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax 125,10 PLN
Salesprice with discount
Sales price 125,10 PLN
Discount

Ask a question about this product

Description
An adjustable speed trigger designed especially for pros using TITAN V2 for the greatest accuracy and overcoming the limits. Enjoy simple and
precise hair-trigger adjustment on any sensor you want. Shoot faster thanks to over-travel control. Make the most of the compatibility with any
gearbox wherever standard V2 trigger fits, including HPA. Select from multiple shapes and colors to suit the style and type of your games. All of
this with ultra-high quality of 7075 aircraft grade aluminum CNC machining.
Features:
Designed especially for TITAN V2
Pre-travel screw - hair-trigger adjustment
Over-travel screw - limit trigger movement from outside the rifle body and shoot faster
Long-Lok system against loose screws
Full compatibility with TITAN V2 allowing the use of all 5 sensors
Full compatibility with HPA engines and standard V2 trigger contacts
Multiple shapes and colors to suit the style and type of your games
Ultra-high quality of aircraft-grade aluminum CNC machining
No modification of AEG required
Compatibility with ASTER V2 as a standard trigger*
Dedicated especially to pros and skilled users
Compatibility:
All standard V2 gearboxes;
TITAN V2;
Standard trigger contacts;
HPA engines;
ASTER V2*.
*The Nova Trigger installed in ASTER V2 ETU acts as a standard adjustable trigger and doesn't increase trigger sensitivity range such as the
Quantum Trigger.
Please note that due to different screen settings and light conditions, the color of the products in the pictures may be slightly different than the
actual item. Color differences may also occur between different batches of the product.
The price applies to 1 trigger.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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